
   

       

  Wishes From Afar Gifts
 

£82.29 £74.06
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Send your sentiments to those who you can't see in person, or to
someone who simply needs a little comfort. The Wishes From Afar
Gift contains a gorgeous selection of tea, coffee, baked goods, and
chocolate treats, perfect for any occasion or circumstance!

  Details
 
Our New Best Wishes Range was designed to bridge the gap between you and your loved ones. They can serve as a means of keeping in touch
for those far away, or simply to give someone close a pick me up. All of our Best Wishes baskets contain an abundance of premium teas, coffees
and baked goods, as well as a beautiful East of India item to provide an element of personalisation. This Wishes from Afar Gift contains Earl
Grey Tea and a box of City Roasted Coffee Bags. These Coffee Bags work exactly the same way as teabags- stick them in a mug, add boiling
water, leave it to brew and you’re good to go! Here at Baskets Galore, we know that a cup of tea or coffee is not complete without a biscuit or a
slice of cake. For this reason, we have included a delicious selection of baked goods from chocolate-covered caramel fingers to Irish Oat
cookies, as well as a freshly baked chocolate cake. All of these treats are supplied to us by local artisan producers and are nothing but the
highest quality. To provide an element of personalisation, we have included a With Love Candle and a beautiful thoughts pocket-size notebook,
perfect for lists, doodles, and happy thoughts. The Wishes from Afar Gift would be perfect for any occasion or sentiment and will be well
received by anyone who loves a sweet treat. The purple colour scheme provokes feelings of relaxation, calm,and comfort, which is further
enhanced by the inclusion of the candle, the sleep oil, and a delicious selection of chocolate treats. A cup of tea, biscuits, cake, and a candle will
provide the most relaxing of evenings for your recipient and give them a boost no matter their mood!

Additional Information
 
Contents 10 Barista Roast Coffee Bags by SD Bell 15 Earl Grey Teabags by Nemi Original Irish Oat Cookies by

Kilbeggan, 200g Caramel Fingers by Holmes Bakery, 200g Vegan Jelly Sweets by Jealous Sweets, 40g
Double Chocolate Marshmallows by Mallow and Marsh, 100g Chocolate Coconut Bites by Ape,30g Los
Llanos Gold Dark Chocolate by Willies Cacao, 80g Hazelnut Chocolate Butter Cups by LoveRaw, 34g Dark
Chocolate Roasted Chickpeas by Brave, 30g Freshly Baked Chocolate Cake by Pattons 'With Love' Candle
by Pintail 'Beautiful Thoughts' Pocket-size Notepad by East of India Sleep Oil by Seascape
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